IEEE GRANTS

IEEE NEW INITIATIVES COMMITTEE
The new initiative program is designed to support potential new programs, products, or services that will provide significant benefit to IEEE members, the public, the technical community, and customers, or that could have a lasting impact on IEEE or its business processes. Initiatives must be of strategic importance to IEEE.

New Initiative:

- Funding Limits: Typically US$100,000 or more for a 12-month period. However, any project proposed to the New Initiative Committee with a total budget exceeding US$40,000 will be considered a new initiative.
- Duration: Multi-year funding is allowable with a maximum of up to three 12-month periods.

Seed Grants:
Seed Grants are for projects that are experimental and innovative. Funds may not be used to pay salaries or to purchase capital equipment. Seed Grant projects may serve as a precursor/pilot for a subsequent New Initiative proposal.

- Funding Limits: Funding is limited to not more than USD 40,000.
- Duration: Programs should not normally run for more than 12 months.

EPICS in IEEE
EPICS in IEEE empowers students to work with local service organizations to apply technical knowledge to implement solutions for a community’s unique challenges.

- Funding Limits: US$1,000 to US$10,000
Duration: Multi-year projects are approved on an annual basis if sufficient reporting is provided as required in the application.


IEEE SMART VILLAGE
IEEE Smart Village provides renewable-energy solutions and necessary funding to local entrepreneurs to build electricity companies, assists the partners in establishing a sustainable business plan and delivers ongoing training.


IEEE STUDENT ENTERPRISE AWARD
The IEEE Student Enterprise Award provides financial help to Student members who are looking to implement an idea for a project. It enables IEEE Student members to work with others on an engineering project, while simultaneously strengthening Student Branch programs. Topics may be of a technical or non-technical nature from research on cutting edge technology, humanitarian, and community service programs.

Funding Limits: Up to US$1,500


IEEE HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

Humanitarian Projects: The IEEE Humanitarian Activities Committee provides funding to support local IEEE volunteers identifying community challenges and providing solutions locally.

Funding Limits: US$20,000 to US$100,000
**Humanitarian Events:**
The IEEE Humanitarian Activities Committee provides funding for the support of elements of events that are aligned with this vision. Support requested may include financial resources, publicity in HAC materials, content development – such as HAC assistance in determining session topics and/or potential speakers – HAC promotional materials, and/or other assistance. HAC seeks to support a range of elements of events across IEEE’s regions worldwide.

More Information:  https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/humanitarian_activities_committee.html

**IEEE WOMEN IN ENGINEERING**
IEEE WIE Travel Grant program provides grants for IEEE WIE members to attend and present at IEEE sponsored conferences or to participate in IEEE WIE sponsored events.

Funding Limits:  Up to US$750

More Information:
http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/women/wie_travel_grant.html

**IEEE EMC SOCIETY, BOB HAISLMAIER ANGEL PROGRAM**
The Bob Haislmaier Angel Fund is intended to allow chapters to host programs for their members that they would otherwise have difficulty in funding. Activities intended to be funded by other means (e.g., Distinguished Lecturer Program or participation fees) are not eligible for Angel Fund financing. However participation fees may offset other costs in a program, such as food, when the speaker is an invited guest.

Funding Limits:  US$600 per year

IEEE MEMBER & GEOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES - IEEE STUDENT TRANSITION & ELEVATION PARTNERSHIP

IEEE STEP was developed to provide a dynamic program for facilitating the transition from Student member to young professional by introducing the opportunities and benefits of IEEE membership during the onset of a STEM career. Funding is available for STEP activities, including the graduation reception for groups holding an event with a minimum of ten recent graduates.

Funding Limits: $500


IEEE STANDARDS UNIVERSITY – STUDENT GRANTS

IEEE offers grants to undergraduate and graduate students and to faculty mentors to help with graduate and capstone design projects with an industry standards component.

Funding Limits: US$500 for students, with additional honoraria for faculty mentors.


IEEE CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS SOCIETY

Student Travel Awards
CASS offers Student Travel Awards to enable the winners to present their research work at CASS-sponsored conferences and workshops. These awards can be used both as a reimbursement of expenses for attending a conference that has taken place up to one year before the grant application deadline, and also as an grant for attending a conference that will take place up to one year after the grant application deadline.
Grants Budget: The total award amount allocated will be $8,000, with $2,000 for each of R1-7, R8, R9, and R10.

Pre-Doctoral Scholarship

CAS offers two pre doctoral fellowships to recognize a young member enrolled in a PhD program in a field related to the Circuits and Systems Society field of interest. Two scholarships will be awarded each year.

Funding Limits: The recipient of the award will receive compensation of up to USD $1000 for travel to IEEE International Symposium for Circuits and Systems to receive the award of USD $25,000, which can be used at the student’s discretion as a stipend or/and to cover tuition and fees.

More Information: http://ieee-cas.org/about/awards

IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS SOCIETY OUTREACH INITIATIVE

The IEEE Control Systems Society (CSS) Outreach Fund provides financial resources for projects that will benefit CSS and the controls community in general.


IEEE REGION 8 VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION FUND

The IEEE R8 Voluntary Contribution Fund (IEEE R8 VCF) is fed by voluntary contributions donated by Region 8 members. The money is then used to support members and especially students and graduate student members with low income in their professional and technical activities. This support is for members’ professional activities. The fund supports various projects, including:

- Travel support for participation in conferences that are located in Region 8 and organised or sponsored by IEEE R8 organisational units.
Support for IEEE Student Branch Technical Activities within the Region 8.
Funding Limits: Up to US$1,000. Students may get funding twice in 5 years, to the total amount of US$1,000.


IEEE-USA K-12 FUNDING
IEEE-USA’s K-12 Literacy Committee’s K-12 STEM Activity Fund helps teachers to sponsor innovation and creativity in or outside of the classroom. These funds provide small amounts of money for novel ideas that introduce engineering to students.

Funding Limits: US$500